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ABSTRACT
The City University of New York (CANY) instituted an

openAdmissions policy in 1970 which provides all New York City high
school graduates with an opportunity to attend callege. Given the
wide academic range of studentt now attending CUNY, compensatory.
models are being developed and evaluated in, order to effectively deal

with skill deficiencies. Baruch College, CUNY, has devi:cloped a

compensatory proaram, Commnications Skills (CS), especially for the

unprepared student. Initial placement tests determine which courses a
, student is allowed to take. TiJee scoring in the bottom third are
assigned to two semesters of CS, which uses a holistic approach to
bailding college language facility. A team of reading, speaking, and
writing faculty meets with approximately 15-20 students for nine
hours weekly. The academlc history o! two groups of entering 'CS

students was followed to determine the effectiveness of the program.
An analysis of the retention tate and of the academic averages of'the

two groups strongly supports the efficacy of the prcgram. About one
third of the CS students have registered for a fifth semester at
college, a tigure which compares favorably with non-CS students.
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AN INTERDISCIPLINERY APPROACH TO COLL'EGE,COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

The City University of New York instituted an Open Admissions

policy in 1970. gBasically, Open Admissions provides.all New York

City high school graduates with an opportunity' to attend college.
't

Attendant with Open Admissions is a range of skill deficiencies

which require compensatory instructional programs. Contemporary

colleges, with the exception of financiarlly poor black colleges,

have been reluctant to provide programs for gpecial students.

Historically, institutions like CUNY have prepared curriculum for

high school graduates who were in the top third of the class.

Now that virtually everyone can and is going to college, compensa-

tory models are being developed and evaluated.

This paper will briefly describe a compensatory program,

1,1

Communication Skills, developed at Bernard Baruch College, CUUY,

especially for the underprepared student. All students who are

accepted at Baruch College must take a battery of placement tests

to determine mathematics, reading and writing proficiency. The

writing test is not standardized, but requires eadh student to

giv( a writing sample, which is evaluated by two Englidh dPPart-

ment faculty members. The students are permitted to select courses

commensurate with their placement test scores. Those stUdents.wh

test at the top third of the class begin with regular college



courtios. ThO middle group take corrective math,-EngliSh, and attend

.reading study labs. The final group, which apifests the greatest

handicaps in reading and writing, are.assigned to Comminieation

Skills. InEerior elementary or secondary schooling, foreign lan-

guugo interference, physical handicaps such a's poor vision, poor

teeth or nuerological defects all contrthute to the Conumnication

Skills students' problems. Success for the freshmen in Communica-

tion Skills depends mainly upon the severity of the learning iorob-

lem. Communidation Skills is designed to use a holistic approach

to building college language facility. Faculty from Compensatory

Programs (reading), Speech,(speaking), and English (writing)

compfise each team. Teams hold class for a total of nine hours

weekly with approximately 16 to 20 stUdents. (Three class hours

are allotted per component.) Team faculty meet iegularly to plan

cooperative lesson themes and discuss the progress of students.
I

Students earn seven credits upon successful completion of

two semestersof Communication Skills and receive a grade of "Pass".

Although this is intended to be,a two semester course provisions

hove been made for students to receive credit after one semester

and be exemvt from a second semester. Upon completion of Communi-

cation Skills a student must immediatley register for the required

termiLial regtilar English course. Progress of Communication Skills

studunts in regular Engliak is a key criterion for program evalua-

tion.

a



yg.Acq_TEACHING

In the Coramunication Skills program the term team teaching

refers to the joint responsibility ,:)f rei?.ding,,spcwr,h,,.andEnuZish

facTlty for the development and course instruction. In addition,

there is a counselor assigned to eadh section of Communication

Skills. The c6unse1or's role is primarili one of a student ad-

vocate. The team meets with the counselor periodically to discuss

particular ,students and their learning disabilities. In cases

where students have made extremely limited progress the counselor,

a team rePresentative, and the director of Instructional Services
t

conduct an exit counseling session with the student. The exit

counseling usually Comes shortly after the middle of the se-_ond

semester. At the exit counsel;img conference the student is faced

with the reality of his achievement thus far and is helped to

explore other alternatives. The departffient's philosophy is that

students who are unable to successfully handle,college assignments
10

must have some other strengths that can be utilized.

.3

PkOGRAM EVALUATION

An evaluation of the Communication Skills program involves

a look at the total student and how he or she is able to survive

in'the college at large. Alan. Robinson's statement about reading

evaluation further clarifies our task. Robinson states:

"Evaluation df a reading program that permeates

the curriculum is complex. Perhaps the best



test is an investigation of student a;chievement

through an examination o;f Cho results of both
standardized and informal,tests, teachers'
evaluations of students' progress, and (3rades
in the contemt areas. Although improved achieire-

ment on reading tests may give some indication

of the value of the program, in the long run
progress must be measured by imprbved achieve-
-ment in all content areas. If students do not
Show forwqrd movement on formal and infOrmal
evaluations of their ability to cope with the'
materials of the yarious content areas, the
reading program must be carefully reexamined."1

Sinre Communidhtion Skills is_more than a reading progrhm the stu-

dents'progress is recorded in many ways. The team faculty meet

regularly and decide the order that they will work on apecific

speaking, reading and writing skills. Students meet weekly with

eadh team member to discuss written and oral 'assignments. At mid

semester, students receive a written progress report from eadh

.#

team faculty person. The students have an opportunity to evaluate

their progress at this time on the same report form. At the end

6,

of each semester a culminating project is due for eadh component:

Frequently, the project is one with several parts to represent

acquisition of the 'skills developed for speech, reading and writing.

Since the purpose of Communication Skills is to provide the students

with the skills necessary, the purpose of this report is to look

at two Communication Skills groups; a'pilot grOup and 'a regular

group who have at this writing completed a minimum of four semsters

of collego.

1Robinson, Alan fl. m,tlew. Patterns In the Secondary School" in

AdminAs.tratzs_and Rpftdi.na, edited by Thorsten R. Carlsen, Harcourt

Brace Jovanvich, Inc. 1972, p. 260.
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ANALYSIS OF DAyA

In the-study of Communication Skill, an qInalysishAs been

4

made of the first two grouPs of students who entered the program

in Spring 1973 (the pilot group) and Fall 1973. These two groups
0

have been studied for.five.and, four complete semesters respec-
.

tively. For the purpob\e of this analysis the sample groups, aie

defined as: WI

Cohort 1 : C.C.S. students entering 13aruch-Spring, 1973

Cohort II : C.C.S. students entering Barudh-Fall 1973

The research design has been set up to evaluate the academic

worth of Communication Skills by assessing the progress of the CCS,

students upon entry into regular college level English and other

courses necessary to satisfy the requirements-,for a college degree.

Since we are interested in the overall progress of the CCS students

in college, their performance will be studied until the student

graduates or leaves college by some type of attrition, i.e., leave

of absence, transfer, withdrawal, debarrment, or exit counseling.

The variables used to conduct this study are high school averages,

grade point averages, credit and contact hour generation.

It should be noted that the mean high school averages of the

415

tao groups a're 71.41:and 72.12, reSpectively. There is no signif-

icant difference between the tean high school averages of the Zmo

groups as tested at the .05 level .of significance. This data
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zluggests that,the students in Cohort E and II shared.similar

'academic backgrounds.- ,

Who emphasis in this article is on the first three semsters
-

because C.C.S. was'established initially as a two Remester course

generating'7 credits upon completion. After completion of C.C.S.

the student has developed the necessary basic skills to go imme-

diately into regular college level English the following semester.

. The'study ehows that a very small percentage finieh C.C.S'. in one
4

semester, the'majqrity finish,in 2 semeAers and the remaining

small portion take a third semestet with special permission tcll

complete C.C.S.

c.

.1



The definitions for the various abbreviatiOps'used in the

tables and referred to.throughout the article are listed below:
, 3

INC - incomplete grade in C.C.S. (a student

receives'an INC in C.C.S. until the course

is successfully completed at which time a

grade of PASS is given)

WU - failure due to excessive absence from class

- indicates that a student dropped the course

wifhout penalty

NE - indicates that a student is not enrolled in

an English or C.C.S. course :put jij.1 registere"d

,r

in school for that semester.

NR' - indicates fhat a student is nOt registered in

school for fhat semester. '

REG ENG - means regular college level English

COHORT I tudents-who entered Barudh College

in Spring 1973

COHORT II - C.C.S. students who entered Baruch College

in rall 1973 .
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c 4'11\ r.1.1 ,E.VE..../1NALY.S IS _2'2, COORT

The pilot; group of COmmunieation ,Skills students,enter.?.d

Baruch .'spring 1973.. This is referred to as Cohort I and is
)1'

comprised or 68 students. Cohort It, which is the Pall 1973
tia

enteri ng. C S. group, has a total of 178 students . The grade
el

distribution in Cottmunication Skills is seen in the SEMESTER 1.1-

performance of eaeh group as displayed in 'tables 1 and lh (page
10 ) for Cohort I and Cohort II, respectively.

As stated earlier, very fe4-students complete; Communication

Skil0 in one semester since it is prescribed as'a two semester

interdisciplinary course. The figures frOm both tables I and IA

atest to this fact in that only approximately 6.0% in both *groups

were able to complete the course in one semester. More than 83%

in both groups received "Inc s" in SEMESTER 1 with a -small_portion

of students drooling, the courses 4.41% and 11.23% respectively.

The most frecjuent reason appearing for a student who dropped C.C.S.

in SEMESTER -I was, to go'on a leave of absence.

only two of the, students in Cohort I who passed in SEMESTER 1,

enrolled the very next semester in Regular college level English.

These two students received a UJdt and 185 (incomplete with 85/0 of

woik done) respectively. However, they both enrolled in REG ENG

during later semesters (3rd and 4th semesters) and received grades

of C and 1.3, respectively.. The remaining two students in Cohort I

tj

JI
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I.
:who passed C,C.. the Urst semester enrollOd in regularaiEnglish-

.., 0,
thwee (3)sand four (4) semesters later, respectively. One student

%

did not complete the EnOish due to- a.transfer .to another college
4.

And the latter student completed regular English with ayg'rade,of
"J.

"A'!. This shows.that in Cohort I three of the four students who

, passed c.c.s. in semester 1 mere veal; succsssful in regular college

r

level English.

S.

.

0

1 I

1.3

so
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TABLE I

COHORT I,
SEMESTER

Grade iri CCS ID1 #.

INC 61,

'PASS 4

J 3
Oft

re..Y....11,016..

S,PRING' 1973 /73

0.

TOTAL 68 100.00

TABLE IA

tGrad
in CCS ID1

,"\\I
INC

(

CC3HORT II

INIMI=111.1i 1.0.111.1.6.11111.1

i

SEMESTER I FALL 1973 (1)(74)

--t.

148 81.14

PASS 10 5.61

20 11.23

riOTAL 178 100.00

e.

,
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A look at the students in Cuhort 11 Vho passed C.C.S. in

SEMESTER 1 shows that ei.ght (8) of the Lon studonLJ1 went on to

4 successfully complete AEG ENG. The remaininq Lwo Wlidents were

ro

\

debarred from school, one after an unsuccibssful attompt at REG
\

ENG. A larger percentage of Cohort 11 studeptn passsing C.C.S.

in one semester, went on to take REG ENG the very next semester
1`,11

(80%). This indicates a trend toward no waiting period between

completion of C.C.S. and enrolling in REG ENG whidh is in keeping .

with thq, original ,concept of the English sequence.policy.

The next tables, 2-and 2A, (pages 12 and 11show the-enroll-

ment figures in C.C.S. for semester 2 for each Cohort. Cohort II

shows a higher retention rate of students enrolled in C.C.S. for

the second semester, that is 82% as compared to 70.58% Letention

for Cohort I. This implies that the Fall 1973 CohortihaE; a lower

attrition rate which can be verified by the lower percentage in

the "NR" (not registered in college) category 1., Cohort II.

Special note should be given to the sx,bstdntipl increase in

the passing rates for C.C.S. in both'groups at the end of SEMESTER

2. Cohort I Shows a passing rate of 33.82% and Cdhort IIhas a

passing rate of 37.10%. The surVival rate of Cdhort I indimates

that eighteen or 78% of the 23 students who passed C.C.S. in

SEMESTER 2 went on to enroll in regular English with sixteen or

88% of those attempting REG ENG successfully completing the course.



COHOPT I

TABLE 2 SEMESTER. 2 PERFORMANCE

1,

TERM ENDING
1/74

Grade in CCS 1D2
,

INC '20
.

20.41
PASS , 23' 33.82 'J's 4 5.88
DEL (owe , 1 , 1.47.:
school fees) l

Subtotal of original
group who registered
in-CCS a 2nd time 48 70.58

Registered in REG ENG
(leixr or 9) 2' 2.94
Registered in WI 2 2.94

3 4.41
NR 13 19.12

Subtotal not enrolled in
CCS Semester 2 20

GRAND TOTAL 68
It=t

29.41

100 00

0

;)

./

14



Table 22.

COHORT II

SEMESTER 2

- .1 ..W6 oldw

TERM END:Lir,

Grade in CCS 11)2

6/74

34.83
37.10
10.11

fr-

IM,..'.

PASS
J

62

66
18

Su,..."otal registering
for a 2nd tim6 146 82.04

. REZ ENG 7
.3.93

NE 3. 1.68
NR 22 12.35

Subtotal not enrolled
in CCS SeMester 2 32 17.96

GRAND TOTAL 178 100.00
G110.Y.M.I
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Of the remaining two students, one dropped regular English and

one failed due to ab..3Qnce (WU). The other students either have

not taRen regular English to date or went-on a leave of absence.

One final student registered for a WI course Which shottld not

have happened since WI is not necessary after completing C.C.S.
r".

Table 2A shows that there were no students who registered improp-

erly which Shows a trend toward improvement in registration pro-

cedures for the C.C.S. student's.

Mr Cohort II, the survival rate of the 66 students who passed

C.C.S. at the end of SEMESTER 2 Shows that 59 or 89.39% attempted

regular English to date. Of these attempting regular Englidh 48

or 81.36% passed, 9 or 15.25% failed and the reMaining 2 either

\ received INC or withdrew from the course.

At the end of SEMESTER 2, it can be seen that 27 or 39.7% of

Cohort I and 76 or 42.7% of Cohort II had completed C.C.S. in at

least two semester(4. This suggests a trend toward a higher per-

centage of students completing C.C.S in at least two semesters.

SEMESTER 3t Tables 3 and an. (pages 15 ze 16) show that slightly

over 20% of the entering students in each group took C.C.S. a third

time. A look at the figures for the total entering groups indicates

that 5 or 7.35% and 26 or 14.61% respectively, took three semest6rs

to successfully complete C.C.S. An overview of the third semester

students passing C.C.S. in Cohort I shows that two of the five stu-

dents receiving P grades are still in school to date. One completed

regular Eng3ish w1th a D and the other ii currently enrolled in

regular Vnglish. 1

SI
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'COHORT I

TABLE 3 SEMESTER 3

'GRADE IN CCS ID2
(3rd Semester)

INC
PASS .5

2,

DEL 1

Subtotal enrolled in

Nu/

TERM ENDING
6/74

8.82

'2.94
1.47

CCS a 3rd-time 2058;,-

REG ENG 15 22.06
NE 14 20.59
NR 25 ,36.76

Subtotal not enroiled
in CCS Semester 3 54 79.41.

6 GRAND TOTAL 68
"""^"1

loo .000

17

.A

A

,



COHORT II

TABIg 3A SEMESTEll 3

GRADEIN CCS ID2
(3rd SemesterL

TERM 'MIDI=
1/75 k.

IIr: 9 5.05
PASS 26 14.61
0' oil 4 2.24
WU ,,

........... 1.69

SubtOtal taking CCS
a third time 42 ,23.59

1.1 (corrective
English) 0.56
REG ENG 59 33.14
NE 12 6.74
NR 64 35.95

Subtotal hot'enrolled
ih CCS Semester 3 136 76.39

GRAND TOTAL 178 100.00
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The records for SEMESTER 3 show that ninoteen* of the 26 (73%)
\

in Cohort 1r are still retained in school to data. Of that
,

teen, 13 (68.42%) completed regurat English successfully, TheN,

remain.ing 13 of the original 26 were debarred or are takkhg regulas.

Englidh currently for the first, or second time,

Most students who rebeive an INC in SEMESTER 3 of C.C.S. are

debarred from school or exit counseled. The aim here is to exit

Counsel this type of student before he gets debarred so thathe

can leave school in more positive manner with additional, kmaigh

regarding alternatives to traditional college programs.

It should be noted that the mode or highest frequency for

r--

grades received in C.C.S.-for,SEMESTER 2Of both Cohorts is in the

"PASS" category. The percentage of passing grade:4 for C.C.S. in

SEMESTER 2 for Cohort I and II was tested at the 1.05 level of

significance and was 1OUnd to be 'significantlly higher' than the

passing ratps for C.C.S. in-SEMESTER 1 and.SEMESTER 3 for both

groups. This is of great importande because the original policy

guidelines stipulates that the time,period for this course is two
I

semesters.

Perforffiance in Regular English

Tables 4 and 4A (pages 19 and 20) give an overview of the

*This figure includeS some studpnts whobwere debarred and have'
returned on C+ probation as qf Fall 1975.

.1, 9

1.
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performance of C.C.S. F)tudents in regUlar calege level English.

An examination of'these figures alows iltat or the C.C.S. student's

attempting regular coilege level English, 76.00) and 75.04 passed

for Cohort I and II, respectively. These auures are cwparable

to the passing rates (75%) in REG ENG of the regulox college k

students.* It should be further'noted that the greatest distri-

bution of th6 grades range between A and C for both Cohort I and

T_h_es.e are encourag ingf igures-becaus-e--trie- ultimate goal__o_k

tbe Communication Skills program is to provide the necessary basic

skills to underprepared students to enablp them to,cope success-

tfully with the required regular college level'English and other

curriculum necessary to satisfy the requirement6 for a college

degree.

*Source - Baruch Institutional Researdh, Spring 1975.



TABLE 4

9

OVERALL PERFORMANCE IN gEG ENG FOR COHORT I

.1)

Grade :i.r1 REG'ENG
9 9.

A 1 4.00

2 8.00 .

12 48.00

_ - 4___

1 4.00

WU (failure due to
absence) 2 8.00-

12.00

W frithdrew
without penalty

Total taking REG ENG

3

-through Spring 1975 25

Overall Performance

Pasging:REG ENG .19
,

Failing REG ENG 3

3

25

100.00
=949,999.499*

76.00 ,

.12.90

12.00

100.00

NOTE, 15 Or 604 received grades ranging from A-C

.1.1........



PERFORMANCE I REG ENG FOR,COHORT 11

....*
TABLE 4A

Grade in REG ENG

=1".

, A" 3 3.30

17 18.68,

33
. 36.26

15 16.48

1 1.10

12 13.19

WU 6 6 59

W 4 4.40

, Total taking REGiENG
through Spring 1975 91 100.00

'

Overall Performance .

-

Passing REG ENG 69 75.8
Failing REG ENG 18 , 19.8

W ' _4 4.4

91 100.00
111.*110.**

NOTE: 53 or 58% received grades ranging.from A-C
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The retention figured for Cohort I indicate that 16 or

,23.53% of the original group were still enrolled in college as
.?

of Fall 197i5. The overall b.P.A, for studentE; retained in

Cohort I is 2.33 wifh remediation included.2 The G.P.A. for r-

this group is 2.49 without remediation. This remaining group is

maintaining satisfactory standards according to the college re-
9

,quirements. The retention figures are exceptionally significant

because these students as a group according to traditional cri-

-teria for college entrance are considered un011 to work at a

college level. The mere designation as a Communication Skills

student means high risk.

The retention figures for Cohort :ti show that 71 oi 40% ,of

the Fall 1973.entering C.C.S. students have registered, for a 5th

semester. The overall thies group is 1.96 and 1.97 with'

and without remediation respectively.

The Communication Skills students are making significant

progress when we note that the graduation'and retention figures

of the original Fall, 1970 Open .7. lmissions class for Baruch show

a graduation and retention rate of 37.6% over a period of eight

semesters for students with high sdhool averages between 70 and

74.

al,...0INIM..4
a

2"Pass" grades for remedial courses are computed as a DC* for

all students;
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CONCLUSION

Baruch College has instituted an innovatiVe-systematiac

approach_to preparing the severely academically handicgpped

student for regular college work via the Communication Skills

. program. In tvia sereiesters a team. consisting of speech, reaging

and writing faculty cooperatively develop collegeAkills. An

analysis of the retention and averaf4es of the pilot group and

a regular group of Communication Skills students strongly supports

It

the program philosophy. This paper is theloeginning of a series

--ofreports_ and analysis of the primary C.C.S. groups until they

,

have had the opportunity to complete eight semesters of woek.

0. tie

7,


